
Monday, December 3, 2012 
Week 17 

1. that there trickster is such a mischievous 

nonpredictable creature 

2. between faith hope and charity which is the 

most higher virtue 

3. In her poems poet elizabeth bishop expresses 

complix ideas in a very simpler language 

4. King james the 1st of england commissioned a 

Bible translation which was published in 1611 

5. Plexer: 



Tuesday, December 4, 2012 
Week 17 

1. Mohammed the prophet of islam was born 
in A.D. 570 in the city of mecca 

2. Mrs. Farouh and her family is Muslims 
(follower’s of islam 

3. Because ali is fluit in arabic he can read 
the scred Koran in it’s original language 

4. Sufism the mistical branch of islam is a 
riligious a philosaphie and a way of life 

5. Plexer:  



Wednesday, December 5, 2012 
Week 17 

1. a maxim is when you make a pithy general 
statement about life 

2. For example the expresion you are what 
you eat is a maxim 

3. Practiceing meditation affected posative 
changes in the two sister’s attatudes 

4. Him and leon were strongly affected from 
the quiete beautty of the Zen monestery 

5. Plexer:  



Thursday, December 6, 2012 
Week 17 

O After watching the video clip, answer the 
following in complete sentences. 

Video Link 

1. What does the word “gridiron” mean in today’s 
usage? 

2. What does the word originally mean? 

3. By the 14th century, what was the word 
gridiron used to refer to? 

4. What is the connection between the 14th 
century meaning and today’s meaning? 

 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/video/0023-gridiron.htm


Friday, December 7, 2012 
Week 17 

O After watching the video clip, answer the 
following in complete sentences. 

Video Link 

1. What three categories of words do people look 
up in the dictionary the most often? 

2. When is the word “socialism” looked up 
frequently? 

3. What does the editor say the results of words 
looked up tell us about? 

4. Give an example of a word you have looked up 
before. 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/video/0020-fluw.htm

